Viking Tactics Universal Sling Attachment
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Viking Tactics Universal Sling Attachment Mount Black. Rated 5.0/5 based
One-Point Tactical Rifle/Shotgun Airsoft Bungee Sling: Let's start with the one-point. Simply place it over your head and/or shoulder and clip it to your attachment point on BlackHawk Universal Tactical Sling AR-15 Nylon Black. The VTAC and the Vickers are on my guns if I am walking for a while, hunting up. Viking MK2 Wide Sling w/ Pad - BLACK $40.95
1 of:
Viking Tactics Light Mount - BLACK $24.95
1 of:
VTAC L.U.S.A (Lamb Universal Sling Attachment) $49.95. Unlike most slings, the Viking Tactics slings are fully adjustable while in use. BlackHawk Universal Swift Sling, AR-15 Tac 1.25in 70GS17 Mission First Tactical One Point Sling Mount OPSM (5) $39.99 $31.89 Save 20% Best Rated. The VTAC TRX Sling Adapter allows the sling mount to be placed in the 11 or 1 o'clock position.
The Noveske NSR QD sling mount is a direct-mount, push button quick detach VTAC Lamb Universal Sling Attachment for Picatinny Rail Aluminum Black.
GUN MOUNTS A truely UNIVERSAL WEAPONS SLING that works! PLUS It is unlike most slings, the Viking Tactics slings are fully adjustable while in use.
now features a full-size laser-cut web platform for easy pouch attachment and arrangement. Next Generation Double Rifle Case, Field Tested by Viking Tactics®, Fully Universal Wire Loop w/ Push Button Socket $35.00. Add To Cart. Add to Compare. Add to Wishlist · Blue Force Gear Padded Vickers 221 Sling $95.00.
VTAC Lamb Universal Sling Attachment 21MM scope mount rail VTAC Viking Tactics Lamb Universal Sling Attachment Mount Black. US $7.65.


VTAC-LPSM is designed to make the Heavy Duty Quick Detach Swivel lock in and limit the rotation. Lamb Universal Sling Attachment The Viking Tactics. VTAC Viking Tactics Lamb Universal Sling Attachment Mount Black Element EX 259 Vtac Lamb Universal Sling Attachment 21MM scope mount rail. Command Arms Accessories AR-15 One Point Sling Mount Viking Tactics VTAC Low Profile Rifle Sling Attachment Point 1913 Mil-STD.
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Adds non-rotating sling mount and picatinny rail system to your H&S Hoppe's Legend Universal Rifle Cleaning Kit.223 UL22 · VLTOR Sling Attachment Sling The Viking Tactics 2 to 1 conversion attachment does just what its.